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Hi, I'm writing to object to the proposed Local Plan to tear up our Greenbelt and build yet
more houses.
I moved to Lymm over 30 years ago to bring up my children in a semi-rural environment.
Now I'm so disappointed to read of WBC's plans to build such a high number of properties
in our area.
The land on Statham is currently our green space with horses and wildlife.
If you destroy this land where will the wildlife go? ( I often read of badgers being found
dead on Rushgreen Road!)
More houses = more people = more traffic. The roads in and around Lymm cannot
currently cope!
Our roads are in a poor state of repair, public transport is poor & car owners wouldn't use it
even if it was improved as they'll mostly be car owners who will commute to Manchester
or Liverpool in order to pay their big mortgages!
The nearby motorway junctions are already extremely busy and the M6 at Lymm is so
dangerous with regular accidents & tailbacks for miles!
Money would be better spent, improving Warrington town centre & surrounding areas.
People who live close to the town enjoy visiting places like Lymm because it's not too
built up & they can enjoy a trip to the countryside. Your plan will make this a thing of the
past & South Warrington will just be a continuation of town!
The air quality will deteriorate, we already have the M6 pollution to deal with.
I realise that the Council Tax gained will seem attractive but residents quality of life
should be more important.
I ask you to reconsider and preserve areas of South Warrington for all residents of the town
to enjoy for generations to come.
Thank you for reading my comments.
Kind regards,
Susan Chung 
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